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0 of 0 review helpful Snoozer By Carolina Consumer This was a bit of a yawner that I was somewhat relieved to finish 
reading I rarely stop reading a book in the middle unless I run into something I don t expect such as a lot of bad 
language or graphic scenes of immoral behavior That said I still considered stopping this one because it just seemed 
slow and somewhat boring It turned out to be a distant cousin of a comb This inaugural title in Tales from Grace 
Chapel Inn sets the tone for a series that embraces family and friends good neighbors and good will and an enduring 
faith in God The Howard sisters live their faith by example and bring a sense of community to Acorn Hill as they go 
about their days in Back Home Again sleepy little Acorn Hill is in for a big surprise when the three sisters reunite after 
the death of their father a beloved minister Each has inheri Narrator Sherri Berger creates a down home folksy 
atmosphere with her warm and winsome voice She depicts seemingly effortlessly the personalities of three matronly 
sisters Alice Louise and Jane The setting is Acorn Hill Pennsylvania The sisters in 
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